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MRI, CT and CBCT
MRI was carried out with a 3D fast dual gradient
echo sequence (imaging parameters TE/TR/flipangle/BW were 4.2ms/6.8ms/15°/90.9kHz, LAVA
Flex®, 1.5 T imager GE Optima MR450w) in order
to achieve a T1/T2*-weighted in-phase MR image
series [2,21]. Slice thickness was 2.4 mm (interpolated
to 1.2 mm by zero-filling), matrix size was 428  448
(interpolated to 512  512), and in-plane FOV was
42  42 cm [2,21]. The average geometric errors in
the MR images are below 0.3 mm within  9 cm from
the magnet isocenter and the bone outlines (potential
susceptibility-induced shift and perturbations) are
presented accurately within a 1 mm-pixel size [2, 8].
The CT scanner (4-slice GE LightSpeed RT, GE
Medical Systems Inc., Waukesha, WI, USA) was operated at 120 kVp with 2.5 mm slice thickness, 512  512
matrix size and 50  50 cm field-of-view (FOV).
The CBCT imaging system (XVI®) was operated
at 120 kV, 64 mA and 40 ms with full 360° rotation
in 60 s achieving 330 frames for 3D image construction for three patients, and at 120 kV, 16 mA and 20
ms with 200° rotation achieving 366 frames in 70 s
for two patients in this study. With these imaging
parameters the absorbed doses to the patient are
below 20 mGy and below 10 mGy with a single
acquisition, respectively [26,27]. The image voxel
size was 1  1 1 mm3. The automatic registration
with XVI® software is robust with images obtained
by variable imaging parameters [24–30].
Quality of pseudo-DRRs compared
to CT-DRRs
In addition to testing the feasibility of pseudo-DRRs
for patient positioning by visual inspection, this

study evaluated also the quality of pseudo-DRRs
(compared against CT-DRR) quantitatively with
three image similarity metrics evaluating different
views of the similarity pro-blem [31]. The mean
squares metric was applied to evaluate the image
similarity by sum of squared differences between
intensity values. The metric is sensitive to differences in the absolute intensity values, and it is minimized when the intensity values in both images are
equal. The normalized correlation metric was
adopted to evaluate the correlation between intensity values by dividing the square rooted autocorrelation of the images [31]. This metric is minimized
when intensity values are related by a linear transformation. Additionally, the gradient difference
metric was applied because it focuses on the similarities on edge information that is essential for
patient position verification by relying on 2D presentation of the bones. The metric is based on differences of horizontal and vertical image derivatives.
It extracts high spatial frequencies from the images
[31]. The metrics were computed by implementations of the NLM Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (http://www.itk.org).
The similarity of the heterogeneous pseudoDRRs and the bulk pseudo-DRRs were measured
against the CT-DRRs. The results with the heterogeneous pseudo-DRRs were compared to those
obtained by the bulk pseudo-DRRs with statistical
hypothesis tests (Wilcoxon-signed rank test and
paired t-test) to quantify whether the image quality in either type of pseudo-DRRs was significantly
(p  0.05) more similar to CT-DRRs than in the
other.

Supplementary Table I. Summary of investigated reference images with the used IGRT methods and
localization images.
IGRT method and applied localization
images
Investigated reference images
Automatic registration with 3D kV
CBCTs
Manual registration with 2D kV/MV
planar image pairs
a Heterogeneous

T1/T2*-weighted Heterogeneous
in-phase MRI
pseudo-CTa
Bulk pseudo-CTb
CT
–
Heterogeneous Bulk pseudo-DRRd CT-DRRe
pseudo-DRRc

pseudo-CT image series was constructed by the dual model HU conversion technique
transforming the intensity values of T1/T2*-weighted in-phase MR image into HUs by following separate
conversion models within and outside of bone segment; bBulk pseudo-CT image series was constructed by
manual assignment of average HUs for the entire bone and body segments; cHeterogeneous pseudo-DRR was
reconstructed from heterogeneous pseudo-CT image series; dBulk pseudo-DRR. was reconstructed from bulk
pseudo-CT image series; eCT-DRR was reconstructed from standard CT image series.
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Supplementary Figure 1.Differences in 3D automatic gray-value registrations between MRI-based and CT reference images i.e.
CTvsCBCTn–MRIvsCBCTn (n  1…50). MRI was the T1/T2*-weighted in-phase MR image series and the heterogeneous pseudo-CT
was constructed by the dual model HU conversion technique. Each symbol represents a patient (from #1 to #5). Solid and open symbols
illustrate registrations either with the ‘ClipBox’ VOI or with the ‘Mask’ VOI, respectively. The gray dashed ellipses show SDs (smaller ticks
with the ‘Mask’ VOI).
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Supplementary Figure 2. Percentages of differences within certain accuracy criteria (over -5 mm/°, 5  x  -4 mm/°, 4  x  -3 mm/°, …,
over 5 mm/°) in 6D automatic gray-value registrations between MRI-based and CT reference images i.e. CTvsCBCTn–MRIvsCBCTn
(n  1…50). MRI was the T1/T2*-weighted in-phase MR image series and the heterogeneous pseudo-CT was constructed by the dual
model HU conversion technique.

